The stress-strain response of Zr due to twinning is distinctly different from that due to slip as a function of temperature and strain rate. When the applied stress is lower than the transition stress, dislocation slip is the dominant deformation mechanism. The traditional MTS model is shown to adequately represent the constitutive behavior of Zr. Above the transition stress twinning becomes the dominant deformation mechanism where the flow stress increases linearly with strain. In this regime the rate-dependent strain hardening can be described by equations based on thermal activation theory that are very similar to the formula used in the MTS model.
INTRODUCTION
The mechanical behavior of a pure Zr under quasi-static deformation at various temperatures has been investigated by Song and Gray recently [I] . The microstructure and the underlining deformation mechanisms were studied using optical and transmission electron microscopy. Several conclusions were derived from their study: (1) The rate-controlling deformation mode under compression was seen to change from twinning at low temperatures to slip at elevated temperatures, ( 2) The transition from slip control to twinning control takes place when the flow stress is higher than a critical stress for uniform twinning to occur, and (3) The stress-strain response due to twinning is distinctly different from that due to slip. A moderate but persistent work hardening rate is associated with twinning. The objective of this paper is to construct a physically-based constitutive model to describe these processes and extend the stress-strain studies to high-rate deformation.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The material studied in this investigation was crystal-bar high-purity zirconium. The metal was supplied in the form of 45-mm-diameter bar stock. A cylinder, 45-mm diameter by 56 mm, of the crystal-bar Zr stock was upset and clock-rolled at room temperature with two intermediate anneals (600°C for 1 hour and 112 hour after upsetting and 50% rolling reduction, respectively). This rolling and annealing schedule produced a strong in-plane isotropic basal texture in the plate; the (0002) plane normals lying nominally 20 degrees inclined to the plate surface.
Cylindrical specimens, 5-mm height and 5-mm diameter, were machined from the rolled Zr plate in the through-thickness direction. The samples were given a final anneal at 600°C for 2 hours to yield a fully recrystallized structure with an e uiaxed grain size of 25 pm. Specimens were compressed quasi-
-
statically at strain rates of lo-' and 10 s ' at various temperatures (from 77 to 956 K). Dynamic tests were conducted as a function of strain rate, 1000-6000 s-', at 77 and 298 K, utilizing a Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar [2] . t e m p e r a t u r e a n d s t r a i n rate. Metallographic examination [l] confirmed that in this regime (referred to as stage "T") twinning is the dominant deformation mechanism. Above 373 K at low strain rate (curves labeled 7, 8, 9 , and lo), Zr yields smoothly and the stress-strain curves gradually level off leading to a saturation stress where the rate of work hardening due to dislocation generation is balanced by the rate of dynamic recovery resulting from dislocation annihilation. The saturation stress is a strong function of temperature (and strain rate). This regime will be referred 10 as stage "S" for dip. Samples deformed between 298 K and 333 K (curves labeled 4, 5, and 6), however, show a rather different pattern. Similar to the higher temperature tests, at these rates and temperatures they yield smoothly and exhibit a continuous decrease in work-hardening rate. At a certain strain, the gradually decreasing strain-hardening rate turns discontinuously into a nearly constant but lower value. indicative of a change in the rate-controlling deformation mode.
The transition from stage T to stage S was analyzed previously [I] . It was concluded that the transition stress is insensitive to temperature and was found to be about 440 MPa. The transition strain (E,,,,~,.,,,~~) was the strain value corresponding to the ~~~~i~.~, and was found to be temperature and strain rate dependent.
Constitutive Modeling:
The Mechanical Threshold Stress (MTS) model is used in this study to anal!:ze the constitutive response of Zr. The framework and details of the MTS model have been given previously [3- 61. The MTS model functional form is given here for completeness, Plastic deformation is known to be controlled by the thermally activated interactions of dislocations with obstacles. The flow stress is separated into athermal (q) and thermal components (the second and third terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1)). In the MTS model, the current structure of a material is represented by an internal state variable, the mechanical threshold (6(Bi, 6, , . .)), which is defined as [he flow stress at 0 K. The function in Eq. (2) and (3) specifics the ratio between the npplicd slw'? ( o(oi o,, ..)) and the mechanical threshold stress for a given type of obstacle at a constant structt1l.C in the thermally activntcd glide repirnc. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. ( I ) d e s c r i b~~ lhc rate-dependent portion of the yield stress. The third term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) describes the structure evolution with strain. A phenomenological relation describing the hardening behavior is represented by Eq. (4) and ( 5 ) with a rate dependent saturation stress (6,) . A power law is used to relate this saturation Stress to the temperature and strain rate (Eq. (6) ). A temperature dependent shear modulus in the form of p = Po -D/[exp(To 1 T) -11 is used 171. Above 900 K the shear modulus changes abruptly which is linked to the hcp->bee transformation [8] .
The contribution to the flow stress arising from different obstacles has to be examined to achieve a based modeling fit. The athermal stress can be rationalized as the yield stress obtained at very high temperature. A value of 5 MPa is chosen for Zr. The second term on the right-hand side of ~q .
(1) represents the thermal contribution to the yield stress on top of the athermal contribution. It is further assumed that it does not evolve with strain. In well-annealed materials, the initial dislocation density is low enough SO that the contribution from the strain-hardening tern at very low strains can be neglected. From the plot (Fig. 2) of the yield stress (0,) as a function of the normalized activation energy (combining temperature and strain rate into a single variable, G,,,, = [ k~ l ph3 . In(&,, 1 4]"4i), the corresponding parameters which describe the deviation from the mechanical threshold (ei) as a function of temperature and strain rate can be determined. There are three distinct regimes as shown in Fig. 2 . At low G , ,
corresponding to twinning being the dominant deformation mode, the "yield" stress is a constant. Thermal activation theory is closely obeyed at higher G, , , , with a high rate sensitivity of the yield stress at an intermediate range of G,,,,, and a much lower rate-dependency of the yield stress at high temperatures. goi and go, in Eq. (2) and (3) are the normalized total activation energies for dislocations to overcome the different obstacles. The common values are between 0.1 and 2 with a value smaller than 0.5 being termed as highly rate dependent and a value close to 1 reflecting a low rate dependency. Within the intermediate range of G , , , , gOi is relatively small (0.267). This small value of the normalized total activation energy suggests that the rate-controlling mechanism in Zr is overcoming the Peierls barrier, which has a small activation volume [9, 10] . The demarcation value of G , , , , above which the Peierls stress is no longer the rate-controlling mechanism is not precisely determined. Additional high temperatureflower strain-rate experiments are needed if the application is within the high Gnonn regime. A typical feature of the curves in Fig. 1 , where dislocation slip is the deformation mode, is that they diverge: the rate and temperature dependence appears to be greater at large strains than at small strains. This divergence is primarily an effect of the influence of thermal activation on the rate of substructure evolution, i.e. strain hardening. Fig. 3 exhibits the data for two of the temperatures in Fig. I on ;..... The constants used in the S, factor were bo, = lo7 s-', go, =1.6, p, =2/3, and q, =1, with go, being the more critical parameter, based on previous experience with Cu [3] and other materials [4, 5] . Eq. (4) an (5) are then used to fit to BE(&) with an initial hardening rate 0, and the saturation stress 6, as the adjustable parameters for each test condition. The initial hardening rate normalized by the shear modulus as a function of temperature and strain rate is plotted in Fig. 4 . It is seen that a constant normalized initial hardening rate is adequate to unify the parameter 0,. The rate dependent 6 , is given in Fig. 5 according to Eq. (6). The saturation stress decreases at higher temperatures or low strain rates due to a higher rate of dynamic recovery under these testing conditions. for the whole temperature and strain rate reginie. Same label
When the applied stress is higller numbers for the curves as in Fig. I are used. than the transition stress either at ylcl(l (77 K) or after a certain strain, the flow stress increases linearly with strain (i.e., the strain hardening rate is nearly a constant). The strain hardening rate of twinning is rate dependent which has been shown in Fig. 3 . At the time this analysis was done, dynamic compression data were not available. The hardening rates measured from hardening curves when twinning was the dominant deformation mode were 925, 300, 200, and 150 MPa under the four test conditions labeled associated with the data points in Fig. 7 . It is obvious that the hardening rate of twinning B, , decreases much faster as a function the data. The overall fit (solid line) as shown in Fig. 7 is satisfactory based on the limited number of test results. It is seen that B, , is strongly rate dependent with a gowin of 0.16463. The dynamic tests at 77 K will fall in the low normalized activation energy that is outside the curve fit while the one at 298 K will fall inside the normalized activation energy measured (indicated by arrows in Fig. 7 ). These two extra experiments will be used to verify the validity of the extrapolation and the interpolation of the model that is mainly based on thermal activation theory. The following equations are used when twinning is the dominant deformation mechanism: 
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JOURNAL DE PHYSIQUE IV decrease as a function of temperature and strain rate as evidenced from previous microstructural studies [I 11 that lead to lower work hardening rates at higher temperature. It has been shown that the yield and apparent twinning stresses strongly depend on the grain size [1, 12] similar influence of grain size on flow stress. The texture effect on the stress was investigated by compressing samples transversely for an Alpha-Ti [12] . The transverse direction has a softer orientation for slip to occur such that the flow stress is lower than the one compressed in the through thickness direction. A similar study is underway for Zr. The deformation mechanisms may be a mixture of slip and twinning at lower temperatures or under higher strain rates. The grain-size effect, the anisotropy of the material due to processing and its effects on the stress-strain behavior as well as the change of deformation characteristics in Zr, are being studied systematically. Work on the construction of a physically-based constitutive model to include both twinning and slip will continue. 
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Based upon a study of temperature and strain rate on the structure/property response of high-purity zirconium, the following conclusions can be drawn: (1) there exists a critical transition stress that demarcates the deformation mechanisms of dislocation slip and twinning, (2) in the dislocation slip regime, the traditional MTS model is shown to adequately represent the constitutive behavior, (3) when twinning becomes the dominant deformation mechanism the strain hardening rate as a function of temperature and strain rate can be described by equations based on thermal activation theory that are very similar to the formula used in the original MTS model describing slip.
